Insights provided by the study of the small intestine in the child and the foetus
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In May 1962 the CIBA Foundation arranged a study group on ‘Intestinal biopsy’ in Madrid, which was subsequently published. This publication contained a notable paper entitled ‘Dissecting microscope appearances of intestinal mucosa’ by C C Booth and his colleagues at Hammersmith Hospital. One of us (JW-S) had the good fortune that year to come to the Hammersmith course from Australia, and became fascinated by the three dimensional appearances of the small intestinal mucosa as shown by the dissecting microscope. He became house physician to C C Booth in 1963, and as a direct result of this he subsequently embarked upon a career in gastroenterology. He later moved from adult gastroenterology to paediatric gastroenterology at the Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children in Sydney, and applied Booth’s descriptive approach to the gross morphology of the small intestinal mucosa in infants and young children. These studies confirmed Booth’s observations that examination of small intestinal biopsies with the dissecting microscope greatly facilitated orientation of biopsy specimens in readiness for sectioning, and also that use of this technique permitted rapid diagnosis of a flat small intestinal mucosa.

These studies also extended his observations by establishing in early childhood that the broader villi described by Booth et al as ‘leaf-like’ were more common than the ‘finger-like’ villi considered to be normal in the small intestine of adults. Booth and colleagues had recognised ‘finger-like’ villi to be the characteristic appearance found in the jejunum of normal healthy adults (Figs. 1, 2). This finding of broader villi in children was further investigated in autopsy studies of children in Sydney. Ferguson and colleagues had already used the dissecting microscope to study the morphology of 11 stillborn infants dying within four days of birth. They had found that the jejunal villous pattern was mainly finger-like in infants up to 26 weeks gestation. From 26 weeks onwards, however, a preponderance of broader villi described as leaf-like and tongue-like were found.

The technique of Creamer and Leppard was used to study postmortem bowel. This takes advantage of the rapid autolysis of the surface epithelium of the small bowel at death, in order to reveal the three dimensional architecture of the connective tissue cores of the villi and also ridged or flat mucosa. The shape of the villous cores at different ages and along the small intestine was studied in a total of 116 children. Sixty one of the children had had no clinical evidence, or at necropsy no pathological evidence, of gastroenterological disease. Fifty five had evidence of gastrointestinal disease.

Booth’s observations of the role of dissecting microscopy were extended by the demonstration in these autopsy studies that mucosal abnormalities may not be uniform in the proximal small intestine. A good example of such patchiness of mucosal abnormality was provided by gastroenteritis and this observation was clearly of practical importance for the interpretation of proximal small intestinal biopsies in children. At Queen Elizabeth Hospital for Children the existence of patchy rather than uniform mucosal abnormality was later shown in biopsy material using a double port modification of the paediatric Crosby capsule, the development of which had been directly inspired by the necropsy study. Postenteritis enteropathy and cow’s milk sensitive enteropathy were shown to be often associated with patchy abnormality.

In the autopsy study ‘finger-like villi’ frequently occurred in the small intestine of neonates, particularly in the ileum, and broader villi occurred more frequently in children aged between five months and five years. In children over the age of five years, finger-like villi were seen along the length of the small intestine. What is the significance of these broader villi? Wright et al found that in childhood controls compared with adult controls that the epithelial cell transit time in the crypts was 40% less than in adults. Furthermore the corrected mitotic index was 20% greater. Thus in view of the apparent reduction in surface area of the small intestine in early childhood as judged by the broader villi found on dissecting microscopy, it would seem that the rate of epithelial turnover is greater in children from the neonatal period into early childhood.

Mucosal immune responses and intestinal morphology

The reasons for the changing villus shape during ontogeny and in disease are still unclear. A similar
change has been described in animals – for example, at birth, in the rat, the villi are ‘finger-shaped’ but become ‘leaf-shaped’ after 10 days. Similar changes occur in the long nosed bandicoot. Gleeson et al have shown in the rat that if the jejunum is bypassed it changes from normal adult ridges to leaves and that the bypassed ileum changed from adult leaf-like to finger-like villi. This change in villus shape could be the result of direct effects of food and bacteria per se but could also in turn be because of immune reactions to the food or bacteria, as the mucosa in the rat becomes infiltrated with lymphocytes after birth. When adult rats are infected with the parasitic worm Nippostrongylus brasiliensis the mucosa becomes inflamed and the villi become shorter and change from leaves to ridges.

Finally, in untreated coeliac disease studied in an adult at necropsy the villi changed from fingers and leaves in the distal gut to short ridges more proximally and finally in the upper gut disappeared with a flat mucosa. Thus there would appear to be a relationship between inflammation in the bowel wall and villus shape. The mild inflammatory response seen in the normal small intestine in response to food or bacteria could be responsible for changing villus shape without pathological consequences. In acute inflammation, however, villus shape could be directly affected by immunological mechanisms, producing adverse effects.

Whatever the reasons for the changes in villus shape during ontogeny in the fetus and after birth it is clear that the most important feature of the small bowel is the constant renewal of villus epithelial cells by proliferating stem cells in the crypts of Lieberkühn. There are undoubtedly many different factors important in the control of such crypt cell proliferation. These include enteroglucagon, insulin, steroid hormones, epidermal growth factor, prostaglandins and neuropeptides. The changes in crypt cell production seen in inflammation in the bowel, however, most noticeably in coeliac disease, were of particular interest to C C Booth. It is well known that the proximal small intestine mucosa in untreated coeliac disease is characterised by a flat mucosa with damaged surface enterocytes, accompanied by hypertrophic crypts producing cells 10 times the normal rate.
Booth coined the term ‘enteropoeisis’ to describe epithelial cell production in the crypts, by analogy with haematopoetic system, and termed the proliferating epithelial cells ‘enteroblasts’.

In the same article he also used the words microcytic, normocytic and macrocytic to describe epithelial cells in different conditions. For example, surface enterocytes in coeliac disease would be considered to be microcytic. These descriptive terms failed to catch on but the terms enterocyte and enteroblast are widely used.

In two important articles in 1970, Booth reviewed the structure and function of the enterocyte in coeliac disease. In these articles he proposed that the primary defect in coeliac disease was damage by gluten to the surface epithelial cells which resulted in increased cell loss from the villus. Crypt hypertrophy and enteroblast hyperplasia were secondary effects in an attempt to replace the surface enterocytes being lost at an increased rate. Implicit in this notion is that some kind of communication must exist between villus epithelial cells and crypt cells, or else how would crypt cells know that there was increased epithelial cell loss? This attractive idea which is widely accepted, has, however, not yet been shown to be correct.

Studies in coeliac disease

One way to address the question of the generation of the flat mucosa is to investigate changes in mucosal morphology in patients with treated coeliac disease after gluten challenge. Some investigators have shown that within a few hours of challenge there is epithelial cell damage. This would suggest that gluten is toxic to coeliac epithelial cells per se but this hypothesis is not widely accepted. Alternatively, local antibody mediated hypersensitivity may be responsible for the damage. In fact, ultrastructural changes suggestive of immune complex hypersensitivity have been seen in the mucosa of coeliac children shortly after challenge, but no epithelial cell damage was noted. Because coeliac disease can occur in hypo-gammaglobulinaemic patients, local immune complex reactions, while producing damage, may be
epiphenomenal and cannot be primary in the development of the flat mucosa.

There is now strong evidence to suggest that coeliac disease is caused by a T-cell-mediated response to gluten in the mucosa of genetically predisposed individuals. How might activated T cells produce a flat mucosa? It is well known that there is an increase in T cells in the epithelium and lamina propria in untreated coeliac disease, but it is unlikely that these directly damage the enterocytes. In untreated coeliac disease both surface and crypt epithelia are infiltrated with lymphocytes but only surface cells and not the crypt enterocytes are damaged. It is, in fact, striking that in coeliac disease the enterocytes are normal until the neck of the crypt. As they pass onto the surface they become damaged. In support of this observation there is firm evidence from study of brush-border hydrolyses that the replacement of mature enterocytes by immature enteroblasts cannot provide an explanation for observed changes in coeliac enterocytes.

It is also important to appreciate that damaged surface epithelial cells are a feature of a number of conditions other than coeliac disease. These include postenteritis syndrome, cow’s milk allergy, intractable diarrhoea of infancy, and transient hypogammaglobulinemia.

**T cell mediated enteropathy in foetal human small intestine**

One of the main problems in studying the development of villus atrophy in patients is the ethical and technical considerations in taking multiple biopsies. There is also the problem of sampling error referred to above. One of us (TTM) has recently developed a novel system with which to investigate the genesis of villus atrophy. Taking advantage of the fact that human fetal intestine can be grown in explant culture in vitro, and that at 18–20 weeks gestation it contains numerous T cells, mucosal T cells have been directly activated. The resulting changes in epithelial cell proliferation and villus height have been studied in detail.

T cells in the lamina propria of the fetal explants can be directly activated by the addition of pokeweed mitogen or monoclonal anti-CD3 antibodies to the culture medium. Activated T cells, identified phenotypically using immunoperoxidase immunochemistry, in frozen sections can be seen as early as 12 hours of culture. By 24 hours there is a two to three-fold increase in the number of crypt epithelial cells in the cell cycle compared with freshly isolated tissue. Yet villus height remains the same as in controls. Crypt cell proliferation increases dramatically (10–20 fold) over the next few days, and the villi then get shorter (Fig. 3). Despite the change in villous architecture, however, at no time are the surface epithelial cells damaged. Thus in this human fetal model system, T cells can be activated non-specifically in the lamina propria and it can clearly be shown that crypt epithelial cell hyperplasia precedes villus atrophy. In these T cell stimulated organ cultures, surface enterocytes remain normal yet villus atrophy develops. As well as directly showing that activated T cells can affect epithelial cell renewal, these results show that the genesis of the flat mucosa may be the result of changes in crypt length. The usual consequence of crypt cell hyperplasia is crypt hypertrophy. As long as the total mucosal thickness remains the same, crypt hypertrophy must produce an ‘apparent’ villus atrophy, as by definition the villus starts at the villus/crypt junction. Lengthening of the crypts to almost full mucosal thickness will produce a flat, mucosa.

**Fig. 3**  Frozen sections of fetal small gut from 18 weeks old, fetus after culture for 72 hours stained immunohistochemically with Ki67 (Dako Ltd) which stains nuclei of dividing cells. (a) control; (b) after addition of pokeweed mitogen.
Increased crypt cell production will lead to a faster rate of cell migration across the shortened villi and increased epithelial cell loss. The important question, however, is how to explain the damage to the surface enterocytes found in coeliac disease. As pointed out, however, damaged epithelial cells are not pathognomonic of coeliac disease but are found in a variety of small intestinal enteropathies.

It is possible that epithelial cell damage is non-specific in coeliac disease because of changes in the unstimulated water layer and loss of mucus associated with the flat mucosa. In the normal small intestine, the ‘finger-like’ villi are packed together and enterocytes on the sides of the villi have minimal exposure to luminal contents. When they get near the top of the villi, however, they begin to appear damaged. In the flat mucosa, as soon as the enterocytes leave the crypts they are exposed to the ‘open’ lumen. This may lead to non-specific damage.

**Conclusion**

The cause of the broadening of villi in infancy and early childhood remains unexplained but may be related to a transient immune reaction to dietary foods and bacteria which in turn may be related to the capacity of T cells in the small intestine to be activated by such dietary factors. Activated T cells have been shown to produce epithelial cell proliferation with crypt hypertrophy and reduction of villus height in a human fetal organ culture system. This represents a notable advance in our understanding of the development of small intestinal enteropathy.
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